1. METHOD OF REFURBISHING BRONZE PLAQUES
Products








Automotive gloss
1000 mile and hour tape
masks
Automotive black gloss or Bronze gloss
Wire brush
400 wet and dry sand paper
Optional – Battery powered sander (240-400 paper)

1. Firstly, and wearing a dust mask we wire brush the concrete block all over.
2. Note you can strip the graves back if you have the time with flour, salt and Vinegar
which will take all Verdigris off the plaques yet it takes 2-6 hours (see other guide).
3. Next, clean off the Verdigris from the tops of the lettering and the raised, what I call
the frame, with a Black and Decker battery powered mouse sander with 400 wet and
dry. You can use 240 yet not lower. Make sure you run the sander over the border
frames prior. It will help getting the paint off when you lightly sand it.

4. Tape off the plaque to protect the surround to protect it
5. Brush off the plaque
6. Then spray with even sprays length way. Wait ten minutes and apply a second cost.

7.

8. After another 10 minutes drying time, we then use our Black and Decker battery
powered mouse sander again. At this time, we now use 400 wet and dry grade
paper, which you wet. Slowly go across the lettering etc.
9. Be careful with movement helps prevent accidental scuffing of the black surface.
Should that happen just give it another squirt and carry on after it is dry.

10. The final step is to spray it with the clear coat. Again, automotive quality. Allow 10
minutes to dry and the masking tape can be removed. FINISHED.
11. You can use the same process for the bronzes with the concrete headstones yet
spray the headstones with Bio Shield prior.

2. METHOD OF REFURBISHING GRANITES
Products



White Resene Gloss water-based Enamel
V blade scraper (Fullers scraper and spare blades at Mitre 10)





Cuttlefish
Towel
Small art paint brushes (10mm)

1. Firstly, spray the granite with Bio Shield. Ideally do this 3-4 weeks before you clean
and leave to let the weather remove some of the growth. It will also be easier to
scrub the graves if they have been treated prior.
2. Scrub the grave and remove all the growths. Use a strong brush and water. Ensure all
the growths are out of the lettering.
3. Check the stone is good quality and not pitted. If its pitted, you MUST TAPE THE
LETTERING.
4. Place the towel around the base to avoid drips
5. Use a small brush under 10mm for the lettering. Avoid painting outside of the
lettering. If you are not sure of your painting ability, use insulation tape above and
below the lettering to ensure paint is not spread to widely.
6. With the small crosses, use a 10mm or smaller paint brush. For the larger crosses
you can use a wider art brush. Avoid using painting brushes or large bushes
generally.
7. The crosses may need two coats, especially the larger ones.
8. The colour is white for all of these. You will come across silver ones. We will clean
these and repaint them white. This is the only colour from VANZ.
9. Once the paint is dry, remove the majority of paint off with the razor blade scraper.
10. Use the cuttlefish on the fern and the NZEF on the middle of the larger white crosses
11. Use the cuttlefish to take excess paint of the lettering.
Note! We cannot stress enough you must check if the stone is pitted. If it is, you must apply a grey
undercoat prior or our suggestion is use tape and paint only in the letters. Fast and big brushes will
produce a poor finish! Prep the stone fully!

3. OTHER GRANITES
Red Granite.
Be very careful of red granite. It is ALWAYS pitted. You must use tape on any red marble.
Any stone you are not familiar with, use tape and assume it has pitting.
You must paint the letters only. If you are not comfortable, do not attempt.
Silver and gold lettering:
When you apply silver and gold lettering on headstones which are not service graves, you must use
and undercoat. Dulux Edge primer is used by VANZ masons. Also be careful you are not putting on a
oil based under coat with a water based top coat.

Top tips



Do not rush. Try and paint only the letters.





Use small brushes. Big brushes are not better or faster. The only one for them is the large
crosses on granites
Clean the grave to remove all grow the lettering.
Use test pots of gold and silver if it’s that lettering colour for non-service style, soldiers
graves.

4. METHOD OF REFURBISHING MARBLES
Spray the marble with Bio Shield. Leave it to the weather to do the work. Avoid touching
the lead lettering as its extremely expensive to replace.
The cost is $28 a letter so be very careful with it.
It may need several sprays over the period of a month in between to kill all the mould if
it has never been done. It will become white within 6 months.
Biosheild will work up to two years. Be careful of the wind and use a mask if spraying a
lot or windy. A 2 litre or 5 litre works best and the mix is 1:50 (250ml in 5 Litres). We
recommend getting a small measuring cup from Mitre ten to aid in measuring the
amounts.

5. Memorial Graves
Through NZ there are hundreds of graves to sons killed overseas. These are
memorial graves and it is left to the family to maintain them. In many cases this
never happens. The majority are marble. Here are some examples. Note the advice
around the use of silver and gold lettering, as a few of these will have this.

6. Permanent poppies
NZRA has permanent poppies which we attach to graves with a flexible adhesive. We used some
double-sided tape to adhere the poppy to the grave so the glue dries. The poppies are a set size and
design if you are getting some made so contact us first.
Cemeteries have been looking to ban plastic flowers in cemeteries. The ceramic poppies over come
this issue. Remember also poppies have been on some graves now attached with blue tack for over
50 years!

7. Commonwealth war grave critieria
The Ministry is the New Zealand agent for the Commonwealth War Graves Commission (CWGC). As
agents for CWGC we are responsible for graves of personnel who died between 4 August
1914 and 31 August 1921 and 3 September 1939 and 31 December 1947.
In addition to the CWGC war graves we are also responsible for the graves and memorials of all
those who have died in wartime from the New Zealand wars of the 1800s through to the most
recent casualties in Afghanistan and Iraq, if they died in service.

https://www.cwgc.org/find/find-cemeteries-and-memorials
https://mch.govt.nz/nz-identity-heritage/national-monuments-war-graves/list-historic-graves-andmonuments

